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Abstract. Semantic image analysis is an active topic of research in computer vision
and pattern recognition. In the last two decades, a large number of works on semantic
image analysis have emerged, among which the multi-instance learning (MIL) is one of
the most commonly used methods due to its theoretical interest and its applicability to real-
world problems. However, compared with various MIL methods and their corresponding
applications in the field of semantic image analysis, there is a lack of surveys or review
researches about MIL related studies. So the current paper, to begin with, elaborates the
basic principles of multi-instance learning, subsequently summarizes it with applications
to semantic based- image annotation, image retrieval and image classification as well as
several other related applications comprehensively. At length, this paper concludes with a
summary of some important conclusions and several potential research directions of MIL
in the area of semantic image analysis for the future.
Keywords: MIL, Image annotation, CBIR, Image classification, PLSA, GMM, SVM

1. Introduction. With the explosive growth of the world wide web and rapidly growing
number of available digital color images, much research effort is devoted to the develop-
ment of efficient semantic image analysis systems. The past few years have witnessed a
considerable progress in this area, yet, as a field, automatic image annotation (AIA) is
still in its infancy, facing many challenges and limitations. One of the main handicaps
is the well known semantic gap between low-level visual features and high-level semantic
concepts. Fortunately, a huge number of advanced machine learning techniques have been
proposed in the literature as a promising solution to fill the semantic gap. As a pioneer
work, Duygulu et al.[1] proposed the translation model (TM) to treat AIA as a process
of translation from a set of blob tokens, obtained by clustering image regions, to a set of
keywords. Jeon et al.[2] presented the cross-media relevance model (CMRM) to annotate
image, assuming that the blobs and words are mutually independent given a specific im-
age. Subsequently, CMRM was improved through the continuous space relevance model
[3], multiple Bernoulli relevance model (MBRM)[4] and dual cross-media relevance model
[5]. As latent aspect models, Monay et al. put forward a series of probabilistic latent
semantic analysis (PLSA) models for AIA [6-8], among which PLSA-MIXED [6] learned
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a standard PLSA model on a concatenated representation of the textual and visual fea-
tures, while PLSA-WORDS or PLSA-FEATURES [7,8] allowed modeling of an image as
a mixture of latent aspects that was defined either by its textual captions or by its visual
features for which the conditional distributions over aspects were estimated from one of
the two modalities only. In our previous work [9,10], the unified two-stage refining im-
age annotation methods have been proposed by integrating PLSA with random walk and
max-bisection models respectively. In addition, Xu et al.[11] came up with a regularized
latent Dirichlet allocation model for tag refinement, which facilitated the topic model-
ing by exploiting both the statistics of tags and visual affinities of images in the corpus.
Meanwhile, several nearest-neighbor based methods have been proposed in recent years
[12,13]. Alternatively, it should be noted that the multi-instance learning, as another kind
of supervised learning method, has also been widely used in the community of computer
vision [14-62,66-77].
As briefly reviewed above, most of these approaches can achieve promising performance

and motivate us to explore better semantic image analysis methods with the help of their
excellent experiences and knowledge. So in this paper, we provide a survey of MIL that
related to the semantic image analysis in the last decade rather than a concrete image
annotation method. The primary purpose of this paper is to illustrate the effectiveness
of MIL and how to further improve its applications in the field of computer vision and
pattern recognition. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
elaborates the basic principles of MIL method. In section 3, the MIL with applications
to image annotation, image retrieval, image classification and some other applications are
reviewed comprehensively. Finally, we conclude this paper in section 4 with a summary
of some important conclusions and highlight the potential research directions of MIL in
semantic image analysis for the future.

2. Multi-instance Learning. Multi-instance learning (MIL)1[14] is a variation of su-
pervised learning, where the task is to learn a concept given positive and negative bags
of instances. Each bag may contain many instances, but a bag is labeled positive even if
only one of the instances in it falls within the concept. On the contrary, a bag is labeled
negative only if all the instances in it are negative. Hence, learning focuses on finding
the actual positive instances in the positive bags. In other words, the goal of MIL is to
generate a classifier that can classify unseen bags correctly. Formally, the task of MIL is
to learn a function as follows [15]:
fMIL : 2χ → {−1,+1} from a given data set {(X1, y1), (X2, y2), · · · , (Xm, ym)}, where

Xi ⊆ χ denotes a set of instances {x(i)
1 , x

(i)
2 , · · · , x(i)

ni }, x
(i)
j ∈ χ(j = 1, 2, · · · , ni), yi ∈

{−1,+1} is the label of Xi.
In the context of automatic image annotation, an image is usually described by multiple

semantic labels (or keywords) and these labels are often highly related to respective regions
rather than the entire image itself. As a result, it is unclear which region in an image
is associated with which class label assigned to the image. From this sense, the problem
of AIA can be effectively solved by a more rational and natural strategy, i.e., the multi-
instance learning method. To summarize, the task of AIA can be formulated as a MIL
problem based on the following two aspects. On one hand, each segmented region is
treated as an instance and all of them are grouped to form an image as a bag of instances.
On the other side, at least one label should be assigned on each bag. Given an image
labeled by keyword wi, it is expected that at least one region will correspond to wi even
if segmentation may not be perfect. Hence, the image annotation problem is in essence

1https://prlab.tudelft.nl/david-tax/mil.html
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identical to MIL setting. One way to solve MIL problem is to examine the distribution of
these instances and look for an instance that is close to all instances in the positive bags
whereas far away from those from negative bags. In other words, we should search for a
point where there is a high diverse density (DD) of positive instances. As is well known,
the point-wise diverse density (PWDD) approach [14] was the first probability model
of MIL, which has been widely used to look for the target concept. The DD method
measured a co-occurrence of similar instances from different bags with the same label. A
feature point with large DD value indicated that it was close to at least one instance from
every positive bag and far away from every negative instance. A gradient ascent method
was in general adopted to search the instance feature space for points with high diverse
density. Particularly, PWDD was very useful for image annotation since it can return the
most representative regions for a keyword, which makes it possible to explicitly observe
the correspondence between regions and keywords.

3. MIL for Semantic Image Analysis. From the literature, it can be seen that MIL
has become an important topic in the pattern recognition community, and many solutions
to this problem have been proposed until now. Thus in this section, MIL for semantic
image analysis will be summarized from the aspects of image annotation, image retrieval,
image classification and other specific applications respectively. It is not possible to list
all the existing MILs. Instead, we mainly focus on various MIL methods associated with
semantic image analysis and attempt to look into them through a unified view.

3.1. MIL for image annotation. Image annotation has been an active topic of research
in computer vision for decades due to its potentially large impact on both image under-
standing and web image search. To be specific, automatic image annotation (AIA) refers
to a process to automatically generate textual words to describe the content of a given
image, which plays a crucial role in semantic based image retrieval. In this subsection,
we will review some pioneer works for automatic image annotation by using MIL related
models. Note that during the past decade, many MIL algorithms have been proposed for
AIA [16-31]. In the work of [16], a MI-SVM method was developed for automatic image
annotation, in which the instance-based (i.e., region-based) image features were iteratively
fed into the SVM until no updates for all the positive training images, subsequently the
converged instance-based features were used to annotate the unseen images. In the mean-
while, Andrews et al.[17] presented mi-SVM and MI-SVM algorithms for instance-level
classification and bag-level classification respectively by modifying the SVM formation.
Note that mi-SVM explicitly treats the label instance labels yi as unobserved hidden vari-
ables subject to constraints defined by their bag labels YI , whose goal is to maximize the
usual instance margin jointly over the unknown instance labels and a linear or kernelized
discriminant function, given below:

min
{yi}

min
w,b,ζ

1

2
∥w∥2 + C

∑
i

ζi

s.t.∀i : yi (⟨w, xi⟩+ b) > 1− ζi, ζi > 0∑
i∈I

yi + 1

2
> 1, ∀I : YI = 1; yi = −1,∀I : YI = −1

(1)

where the second part of the constraint enforces the relations between instance labels and
bag labels. In comparison, MI-SVM aims at maximizing the bag margin, which is defined
as the margin of the “most positive” instance in case of positive bags, or the margin of
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the “least negative” instance in case of negative bags, given as:

min
w,b,ζ

1

2
∥w∥2 + C

∑
I

ζI

s.t.∀I : YI max
i∈I

(⟨w, xi⟩+ b) > 1− ζI , ζI > 0
(2)

Note that in mi-SVM the margin of every instance matters, and one has the freedom to
set the instance label variables under the constraints of their bag labels to maximize the
margin. In comparison, in MI-SVM only one instance per bag matters since it determines
the margin of the bag. The former is suitable for tasks where users care about instance
labels whereas the latter is suitable for tasks where only the bag labels are concerned. Both
methods are implemented using mixed integer quadratic programming. However, unlike
the standard SVM, they would lead to the non-convex optimization problems that suffer
from local minima. As a result, Gehler et al.[18] made use of deterministic annealing
to solve this non-convex optimization problem, and proposed AL-SVM method which
could find better local minima of the objective function. On the other hand, note that
as the pioneer work of MIL for region-based image annotation, Yang et al.[19] proposed
to learn an explicit correspondence between image regions and keywords through the
sequential PWDD multi-instance learning. Followed by they modeled automatic image
annotation as a problem of image classification with the help of Bayesian framework. In
order to find an optimal nonlinear decision boundary for each concept, they developed the
asymmetrical support vector machine-based MIL, which extended the conventional SVM
in the MIL framework by introducing asymmetrical loss functions for false positives and
false negatives [20]. In the work [21], a generalized discriminative MIL was put forward for
semantic concept detection by fusing both the expressive power of generative models and
the advantage of discriminative training into the MIL setting. Afterwards Zhao et al.[22]
introduced the minimum reference set into MIL to construct a novel automatic image
annotation scheme, in which the positive instances (i.e. regions in images) embedded in
the positive bags (i.e. images) could be picked out via reliable inferring for a concept. Feng
et al.[23] formulated image annotation under the MIL framework described in reference
[19] and presented an improved Citation-kNN (ICKNN) MIL algorithm for AIA. The main
difference between PWDD and ICKNN lies in that the latter algorithm avoids learning the
target instance (region) to represent a given keyword from the collection of training bags
(images) and the keywords are annotated on the whole image instead of image regions.
In other words, the testing bag’s labels are directly decided by its neighbor training bags.
Followed by they put forward a reinforced DD method to search instance prototypes in
an efficient and effective way (abbreviated as TMIML) to solve the issue of automatic
image annotation [24], which combined the methods in [25] and [26]. The advantages of
such combination mainly lie in twofold: First, a more robust DD method was utilized,
which is more resistant to the presence of outliers. Second, following the idea of [25], this
reinforced DD algorithm can work directly with the MI data, which precluded the need
for the multiple starts that are necessary in most existing EM-based algorithms, thus
the running speed was markedly improved. Compared with previously MIML algorithm
[15], the TMIML framework is much more effective due to the fact that the large amount
of unlabeled samples were taken into account to resolve the small samples problem that
often appears in the context of image auto-annotation task.
Besides, Wang et al.[28] presented a decoupled two stage solution to the MIL problem

by applying a modified random walk on a graph process to infer the positive instances in
each positive bag. Combined with the support vector machine classifier, this algorithm
can efficiently decouple the inferring and training stages and convert MIL into a supervised
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Figure 1. Framework of the MIL-based AIA model

learning problem. A recent work by Xue et al.[27] came up with a novel image annotation
method based on MIL, in which the input image was segmented and can be viewed as a
bag of instances (regions). The global visual features of the entire image and the local
features of the regions were extracted to capture coarse and fine patterns respectively.
At the same time, Zhu et al.[29] presented a multi-instance learning based AIA model
(as illustrated by Fig. 1), in which each keyword was analyzed hierarchically in low-
granularity-level under the framework of MIL. In more recent work [30], Nguyen et al.
proposed multi-modal multi-instance multi-label latent Dirichlet allocation (M3LDA) for
image annotation, where the model consisted of a visual-label part, a textual-label part
and a label-topic part. Specifically, the visual-label and textual-label parts were devoted
to the mappings from the visual and textual spaces to the label space while the label-topic
part helped to capture the label relationships. The basic idea behind M3LDA is that the
topic decided by the visual information and the topic decided by the textual information
should be consistent so as to result in correct label assignment. In [31], a two-stage MIL
algorithm was developed for automatic image annotation. To be specific, the affinity
propagation (AP) clustering technique was performed on the instances both in positive
and negative bags to identify the candidates of the positive instances and to initialize the
maximum searching of DD likelihood in the first stage. In the second stage, the most
positive instances were selected out in each bag to simplify the computing procedure of
DD likelihood.

3.2. MIL for image retrieval. In the past years, content-based image retrieval (CBIR)
has been one of the most hot research topics in computer vision. Much work has been
done in applying MIL to localized content-based image retrieval since the CBIR fits well
the MIL framework as an image can be seen as a bag comprised of smaller regions/patches
(i.e., instances). Given a query for a particular object, one may be interested in deciding
only whether the image contains the queried object or not, instead of solving the more
involved problem of labeling every single patch in the image. As the pioneer work of
MIL for image retrieval, Maron et al.[32] firstly formulated CBIR as a multiple instance
learning problem. In their framework, each image was deemed as a labeled bag with
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multiple instances and the segmented regions in the images corresponded to the instances
in the bags. Specifically, they developed the DD method to solve the MIL problem by
converting the goal of MIL to a maximization problem. That is, with the assumption of
n labeled bags and the hypothesis t, the DD value is calculated as:

DD(t) =
∏n

i=1
Pr(Bi, li|t) =

∏n

i=1
(1− |li − Label(Bi|t)|) (3)

Label(Bi|t) = max
j

{exp[−
∑m

d=1
(sd(Bijd − td))

2]} (4)

where Bi denotes the i-th bag, li denotes the actual label of the i-th bag, Bij is the j-th
instance of bag i, Bijd represents the feature value of instance Bij on dimension d, Sd

denotes the value of feature weight vector S on dimension d, td denotes the value of t on
dimension d, n denotes the number of instances, and m denotes the number of features.
The maximization of Eq.(1) is to find the optimum t that leads to the maximum DD
value for representing the user’s interest in the feature space.
In [33], Yang et al. extended the diverse density algorithm and applied it to content-

based image retrieval based on a complex bag generator by MIL algorithm. Followed by
Zhou et al.[34] also applied diverse density to CBIR. It is noteworthy that they developed
a bag generator (ImaBag) which was derived from a SOM-based image segmentation
technique. Experiments showed that the performance of ImaBag is better than that
proposed in [33], but worse than that of Maron and Ratan’s [32], when they were coupling
with diverse density. Zhang et al.[35] combined expectation-maximization (EM) with DD
to propose an algorithm named EM-DD to improve the annotation speed and facilitate
the scale-up to large data sets. However, the MIL was degraded to a single instance
learning since EM only estimated one instance that was responsible for the label of the
bag. Subsequently, Zhang and Chen [36] proposed an approach based on one-class support
vector machine to solve MIL problem in the region-based CBIR. This is an area where a
huge number of image regions are involved. For the sake of efficiency, a genetic algorithm
based clustering method was adopted to reduce the search space in conjunction with
the relevance feedback technique was incorporated to provide progressive guidance to
the learning process. In [37], Yuan et al. formulated region-based image retrieval as
a MIL problem and proposed MI-AdaBoost algorithm to solve it. To be specific, this
approach first mapped each bag into a new bag feature space using a certain set of
instance prototypes and then employed AdaBoost to select the bag features and built
classifiers simultaneously.
In spite of many MIL methods applied to CBIR, most of them only have a supervised

manner using bag-level labels instead of the information of unlabeled data which do not
belong to any labeled bag. In view of this, a semi-supervised SVM framework of MIL
algorithm was developed for localized content-based (object-based) image retrieval [38],
whose goal is to rank all the images in the database according to the object that users want
to retrieve. In [39], a multiple-instance semi-supervised learning (MISSL) was proposed
to solve the object-based image retrieval problem. Unlike the loosely coupled manner
exhibited in [25], a graph-based multiple-instance learning (GMIL) model was developed
based on the regularization framework of MISSL by explicitly taking into account labeled
data, semi-labeled data and unlabeled data simultaneously to propagate information on
a graph. Here, it should be noted that the object-based image retrieval is related but
different from the concept of region-based image retrieval [39]. Besides, a self-taught
multiple-instance learning technique was presented to deal with learning from a limited
number of ambiguously labeled examples [40], which used a sparse representation for
examples belonging to different classes in terms of a shared dictionary derived from the
unlabeled data. Particularly, the sparse representation can be optimized under the MIL
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setting to both construct high-level features and unite the data distribution. Similar
attempts have also been made by Li et al.[41], who utilized relevant and irrelevant training
web images rather than image regions to generate bags as well as instances for MIL
problem formulation. They constructed a new model called MIL-CPB to effectively exploit
the constraints that each positive bag contained at least a portion of positive instances
on positive bags and predicted the labels of test instances (images). What’s more, they
also developed a progressive scheme called progressive MIL-CPB (PMIL-CPB) to further
improve the retrieval performance by iteratively partitioning the top-ranked training web
images from the current MIL-CPB classifier to construct more confident positive bags and
then added these new bags as training data to learn the subsequent MIL-CPB classifiers.
In the meanwhile, the LSASVM-MIL model [42] was formulated for image retrieval based
on the latent semantic analysis (LSA) and support vector machine (as shown in Fig. 2).
Specifically, a LSA based method was first utilized to convert bags in the MIL problem into
a single representation vector, and then combining with SVM in the framework of a MIL
algorithm for image retrieval. Experiments on Corel datasets validated the effectiveness
and efficiency of this model.

Figure 2. Framework of the LSASVM-MIL model

In subsequent work [43], a semi-supervised multi-instance learning (SSMIL) was pro-
posed for localized content-based image retrieval based on PLSA and transductive support
vector machine (abbreviated as PLSA-SSMIL), note that in which the latent topic feature
was extracted by PLSA rather than other methods in order to better represent the seman-
tic of bag in image retrieval, the semi-supervised TSVM was used to train the classifier
so as to take advantage of a large number of unlabeled images to improve the classifier
performance, in other words, the small sample learning problem can be well resolved. In
addition, the labels were assigned to image rather then region that can greatly improve
the efficiency of hand-labeled the training samples. Fig. 3 illustrates the framework of
the PLSA-SSMIL model. On the other hand, motivated by the fact that a bag label
is solely determined by the instance that has the highest confidence toward the positive
class, Kim et al.[44] formulated the bag class likelihood as the sigmoid function over the
maximum Gaussian processes latent variables on the instances. By marginalizing out
the latent variables, a nonparametric, nonlinear probabilistic model could be obtained
that fully respected the bag labeling protocol of the MIL. In more recent work [45], a
multiple-instance learning based decision neural network (MI-BDNN) was developed to
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attempt to bridge the semantic gap in CBIR. MI-BDNN considered the image retrieval
problem as a MIL problem, where a user’s preferred image concept is learned by training
MI-BDNN with a set of exemplar images, each of which is labeled as conceptual related
(positive) or conceptual unrelated (negative) image. Meanwhile, a MIL was put forward
based on the representative instances and feature mapping (RIFM-I)[46] for CBIR, ex-
periments showed that RIFM-I could result in superior retrieval performance as well as
distinguishing some easily confused categories quite well.

Figure 3. Framework of the PLSA-SSMIL model

3.3. MIL for image classification. Image classification is an important research topic
due to its potential impact on both the image processing and understanding. However,
it actually becomes a challenge problem due to the inherent ambiguity of image-keyword
mapping. From the viewpoint of machine learning, image classification fits the MIL
framework very well owing to the fact that a specific keyword is often relevant to an
object in an image rather than the entire image. So far there has been much work on
applying MIL to the task of image classification. As a classical work, Chen et al.[47]
developed a DD-SVM for mapping every bag to a point in a new feature space defined by
the instance prototypes selected from local maxima of DD function, and then a SVM was
trained based on the bag features. Note that the maximum margin formulation of MIL
in the bag feature space was given as the following quadratic optimization problem:

α∗ = argmax
αi

l∑
i=1

αi −
1

2

l∑
i,j=1

yiyjαiαjK(ϕ(Bi), ϕ(Bj)) (5)

s.t.


l∑

i=1

yiαi = 0

0 6 αi 6 C, i = 1, · · · , l.
Here, it is worth noting that the representation feature of DD-SVM was very sensitive

to noise and could easily incur very high computation cost. As a consequence, MILES [48]
method exploited all the instances from the training bags instead of the prototypes used
with DD-SVM to construct a new feature space. Specifically, MILES mapped each bag
into a feature space defined by the instances in the training bags via an instance similarity
measure, and then a 1-norm SVM was applied to build the bag level classifiers for image
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classification. Another interesting work has been developed by Zhou et al.[15], who first
analyzed the relationship between multi-instance and multi-label learning (MIML) and
subsequently proposed two corresponding methods, i.e., MIML-Boost and MIMLSVM
with application to scene classification. Both of the two algorithms attempted to convert
MIML into a traditional supervised learning problem. MIMLSVM and MIML-Boost
worked by degenerating a MIML task to a simplified supervised learning task using single-
instance multi-label or multi-instance single-label approaches as bridges. Fig. 4 illustrates
the differences among these learning frameworks concisely, and for more details please refer
to literature [15].

Figure 4. Four different learning frameworks

As can be seen from the literatures, the single-instance supervised learning algorithm
can be adapted to multi-instance learning as long as its focus is shifted from the discrim-
ination on the instances to the discrimination on the bags. In actual fact, most current
MIL algorithms can be viewed as going along this way, which is adapting single-instance
learning algorithms to the multi-instance representation. In [49], an EM based learning
algorithm was proposed to provide a comprehensive procedure for maximizing the mea-
surement of diverse density on the given multiple instances. In essential, this method
converted the multi-instance problem into a single-instance treatment by using EM to
maximize the instance responsibility for the corresponding label of each bag. Recently,
Li et al.[50] proposed a new image multi-instance bag generating method that mod-
eled an image with a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). Note that the generated GMM
was treated as a multi-instance bag, the agglomerative information bottleneck clustering
was employed to transform the MIL problem into single-instance learning problem and
ensemble learning was involved to further enhance classifiers’ generalization ability for
image classification. In literature [51], a MIL algorithm was constructed to address im-
age classification involving three steps, i.e., a new instance prototype extraction method
was proposed to construct projection space for each keyword, each training sample was
mapped to this potential projection space as a point and a SVM was trained for each
keyword to implement image classification. It is worth noting that the proposed new
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instance prototype extraction algorithm can be formulated as follows. For each instance
I in positive bags, the DD value of I is defined as below, where |L+| denotes the number
of positive bags for a given keyword, Pr((Bi, yi)|I) is a measure of the likelihood that bag
Bi receives label yi given that I belongs to the instance prototypes.

DD(I, L) =
∑|L+|

i=1
Pr((Bi, yi)|I) (6)

Pr((Bi, yi)|I) = max
j

{1− |yi − exp(dist2(Bij, I))|} (7)

dist2(Bij, I) =

√∑d

k=1
(Bk

ij − Ik)
2

(8)

In more recent work [52], SCCE-MIL was presented for image categorization by com-
bining sparse coding and classifier ensemble strategy under the MIL framework, which
not only possessed the good feature representation ability of sparse coding but also uti-
lized the power of ensemble paradigms to achieve strong generalization ability. In addi-
tion, MKSVM-MIL was developed based on the affinity propagation and multiple-kernels
support vector machine for image classification [53]. In the meanwhile, MI-NSVM was
proposed based on nonparallel classifiers for image classification [54].

3.4. MIL for other applications. Multiple-instance learning has been a popular topic
in the study of pattern recognition for years due to its usefulness for such tasks as drug
activity prediction and image annotation, image retrieval and image classification. Apart
from the content of MIL for semantic image analysis described above, many multi-instance
learning algorithms have also been intensively studied and applied in many other appli-
cations during this decade, such as robot control [55,56], medical image semantic analysis
[57-60], video caption detection [61,62], semantic web applications [63-65], object/event
detection and tracking [66-71] as well as some specific applications [72-77], etc. Besides,
we refer the reader to two recent works [78,79] for more details on a comprehensive and
extensive literature survey on multiple-instance learning. In particular, a book on MIL
has been recently published [80], which discusses most of the tasks such as classification,
regression, ranking and clustering along with the associated methods, as well as the data
reduction and imbalanced data. For more details of them please refer to the correspond-
ing literature. In the following, several MIL related semantic image analysis approaches
involved in this paper are concisely summarized in Table 1, mainly including the methods
adopted and the test datasets employed.
Note:
1. Object image database: www.sony.com, www.flycontinental.com, www.delta-air.com,

www.avis.com, www.bicycle.com, www.jcpenney.com, www.jcrew.com, www.ritzcamera.com,
www.sears.com, comprising 228 images from 19 different categories.
2. SIVAL database: www.cs.wustl.edu/sg/multi-inst-data/.
3. MSRC database: http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/objectclassrecognition/.
4. NUS-WIDE: http://lms.comp.nus.edu.sg/research/NUS-WIDE.
5. 500-image dataset: cats & dogs, flowers, mountains, planes and buildings, each type

contains 100.

4. Conclusions and Future Work. Multi-instance learning has become an active area
of investigation in computer vision and machine learning since it was first formulized
in the context of drug activity prediction. In this work, we present a comprehensive
survey on MIL related studies in semantic image analysis, especially from the aspects
of image annotation, image retrieval, image classification and several other applications
respectively to complement a very small number of existing MIL surveys in literature.
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Table 1. Summary of MIL related semantic image analysis models

Sources Methods adopted Image dataset applied
Zhou et al.[15] MIMLSVM, MIMLBOOST COREL Dataset
Andrews et al.[17] MIL, SVM COREL Dataset
Gehler et al.[18] MIL, SVM COREL/MUSK Datasets
Yang et al.[19] MIL, Bayesian classifiers COREL Dataset
Yang et al.[20] Asymmetrical SVM-MIL COREL/MUSK Datasets
Gao et al.[21] GDMIL TRECVID 2005
Zhao et al.[22] MIL, Minimum reference set COREL Dataset
Feng et al.[23] ICKNN MIL COREL Dataset
Feng et al.[24] TMIML COREL Dataset
Xue et al.[27] MIL, Structural max-margin COREL/MSRC Datasets
Wang et al.[28] MIL, SVM, Random walk COREL/MUSK/TREC9 Datasets
Zhu et al.[29] MIL, GMM COREL Dataset
Nguyen et al.[30] M3LDA COREL/ImageCLEF Datasets
Xia et al.[31] MIL, AP clustering MSRC/NUS-WIDE Datasets
Maron et al.[32] MIL COREL Dataset
Yang et al.[33] MIL COREL/Object Image Databases
Zhou et al.[34] MIL, SOM neural network 500-Image Dataset
Zhang et al.[35] MIL COREL/SIMPLIcity Datasets
Zhang et al.[36] MIL, SVM, Relevance feedback COREL Dataset
Yuan et al.[37] MI-AdaBoost COREL/MUSK Datasets
Zhang et al.[38] SSMIL, UP-SSMIL SIVAL Dataset
Wang et al.[39] GMIL, GMIL-M SIVAL/MUSK Datasets
Qiao et al.[40] STMIL COREL/SIVAL Datasets
Li et al.[41] MIL-CPB, PMIL-CPB NUS-WIDE/Google Datasets
Li et al.[42] MIL, SVM, LSA COREL Dataset
Li et al.[43] SSMIL, TSVM, PLSA COREL Dataset
Kim et al.[44] GPMIL COREL/MUSK/SIVAL Datasets
Xu [45] MI-BDNN COREL/SIVAL Datasets
Chen et al.[48] MILES COREL/Caltech/MUSK Datasets
Pao et al.[49] MIL OTHER Dataset
Li et al.[50] MIL, GMM COREL Dataset
Xi et al.[51] MIL, SVM COREL Dataset
Song et al.[52] SCCE-MIL COREL Dataset
Li et al.[53] MKSVM-MIL COREL Dataset
Amores [78] MIL, SVM COREL Dataset

The primary purpose of this paper is to illustrate the pros and cons of MIL combined
with a great deal of existing researches as well as to point out the promising research
directions of multi-instance learning for semantic image analysis in the future.

A lot of very interesting topics have not been included here but would be worth ex-
ploring more in depth in the future. It should be noted that the following several issues
remain to be investigated. First, the most serious problem encumbering the advance of
MIL is that there is only one popularly used real-world benchmark data, i.e., the Musk
data sets. Although some application data have been used in some works, they can hardly
act as benchmarks for some reasons. So how to build some publicly available challeng-
ing datasets that can estimate the performance of MIL pretty well is a worthy research
direction. Second, MIL techniques can be incorporated into CBIR systems to deal with
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the ambiguity existing in the user queries. One of the key problems in developing a prac-
tical multi-instance learning based CBIR system is to obtain a nice bag generator. Thus
how to formulate an appropriate bag generator for MIL problems should be paid special
attention to. Third, how to efficiently integrate MIL with other methods based on the
tradeoff between computational complexity and model reconstruction error is a valuable
research direction in the future. Fourth, due to the multi-instance representation allows
for concept descriptions that are defined upon the interaction of instance-level concepts,
which is a natural way to describe visual concepts. As a consequence how to find more ef-
fective and generally applicable algorithms for learning visual concepts is also a promising
research direction. Fifth, since labeled images are often hard to obtain or create in large
quantities in practical applications while the unlabeled ones are easier to collect from
the image repository. Hence, semi-supervised learning method, which aims at learning
from labeled and unlabeled data simultaneously, can be employed to boost the quality
of the training image data with the help of unlabelled data in the presence of the small
sample size problem. Particularly, how to solve MIL issues for partially labeled data has
become a promising research direction to leverage informative yet unlabeled data. Last
but not the least, for the future work, MIL should be applied in more wider ranges to
deal with more multimedia related tasks, such as speech recognition, action recognition,
music information retrieval and other multimedia event detection tasks, etc.
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